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Resumo 
A análise da diversidade genética tornou-se uma ferramenta útil em áreas como a 
ciência forense, genética de populações humanas e estudos de evolução molecular. Por 
todo o mundo, a quantidade de dados acumulados de diferentes populações é colossal. 
Apesar disso, a população portuguesa está pouco caracterizada no que respeita a região 
controlo completa do DNA mitocondrial (mtDNA) e carece de uma base de dados 
comportando sequências de boa qualidade. 
Com este estudo, proporcionou-se uma melhor caracterização da diversidade do 
mtDNA na população portuguesa colaborando e contribuindo para o enriquecimento da 
base de dados EMPOP (www.empop.org). 
 A região controlo completa do DNA mitocondrial de 293 indivíduos não 
aparentados igualmente distribuídos pelo Norte, Centro e Sul de Portugal foi analisada e 
cada sequência foi classificada no respetivo haplogrupo. Foi também efetuada a 
genotipagem de polimorfismos específicos da região codificante (SNPs) em indivíduos 
portadores do haplogrupo H, que abrange mais de 40% da população da Europa 
Ocidental. No total, 104 sequências obtidas (35,6%) foram classificadas como haplogrupo 
H. As restantes sequências foram classificadas nos principais haplogrupos: R - 0,3%, B - 
0,7%, J-7.9%, T - 11%, U - 13,7%, K – 6,2%, N - 0,3%, I – 3,8% W – 3,1%, X – 3,8%, R0 - 
1,0%, L – 4,5%, M - 0,7% e D - 0,3% (de acordo com nomenclatura em PhyloTree.org – 
Árvore filogenética do mtDNA versão 13 de 28 dezembro 2011). Estes resultados estão 
de acordo com o esperado para a Europa Ocidental. 
Comparando as três regiões, Norte, Centro e Sul, a análise estatística revelou que 
a amostra portuguesa deve ser considerada como um todo em casos de rotina de 
genética forense, uma vez que as diferentes regiões não são significativamente distintas. 
Na amostra total de 293 indivíduos foram observados 239 haplótipos distintos com uma 
correspondente diversidade haplotípica de 0.9981. 
A sub-tipagem de sequências do haplogrupo H mostrou que 33% pertenciam ao 
sub-haplogrupo H1, 13% ao H3 e 9% ao H, corroborando o previamente relatado para a 
Europa Ocidental. Esta abordagem permitiu um aumento considerável na discriminação 
entre indivíduos classificados no haplogrupo H, demonstrando-se uma ferramenta valiosa 
em genética forense. 
 
Palavras-chave: genética forense, Portugal, DNA mitocondrial, haplogrupo, EMPOP. 
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Abstract 
The analysis of mtDNA polymorphisms has become a useful tool in fields such as 
forensic science, human population genetics and molecular evolution studies. The amount 
of data accumulated from different populations all over the world is massive. Still, the 
Portuguese population is poorly characterized for the mtDNA complete control region and 
lacks a comprehensive database of good quality sequences.  
With this study, we have provided a better characterization of the mtDNA diversity 
in the Portuguese population by collaborating and contributing to the enrichment of the 
EMPOP database (www.empop.org). 
We have sequenced the mtDNA complete control region of 293 unrelated 
individuals equally distributed through North, Center and South of Portugal and undertaken 
haplogroup classification. Specific coding region single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
were further genotyped by single base extension multiplex reactions in individuals with 
sequences classified within haplogroup H, which encompasses over 40% Western Europe 
population. 
A total of 104 studied mtDNA sequences (35.6%) were classified within haplogroup 
H. The remaining sequences were classified into the following major haplogroups: R - 
0,3%, B - 0,7%, J-7.9%, T - 11%, U - 13,7%, K – 6,2%, N - 0,3%, I – 3,8% W – 3,1%, X – 
3,8%, R0 - 1,0%, L – 4,5%, M - 0,7% AND D - 0,3% (nomenclature according to 
PhyloTree.org - mtDNA tree Build 13, 28 December 2011). These findings are in 
agreement with what is expected for Western Europe. 
By comparing the three regions, North, Center and South, statistical analysis 
revealed  that the Portuguese sample should be considered as a whole in routine forensic 
genetic casework, as they are not significantly distinct. In total sample of 293 individuals, 
239 distinct haplotypes were observed with a corresponding haplotype diversity of 0.9981. 
Sub-typing of haplogroup H sequences showed that 33% belong to sub-haplogroup 
H1, 13% to H3 and 9% to H, which is also similar to what has been previously reported for 
Western Europe. This approach allowed for a considerable increase in discrimination 
between haplogroup H classified individuals, making it a valuable tool in forensic genetics. 
Keywords: forensic genetics, Portugal, mitochondrial DNA, haplogroup, EMPOP. 
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1.1 A Brief Overview on Forensic Genetics 
 
 
The word “forensic” comes from the Latin forēnsic, which means 
“of or before the forum” referring to the public discussion of a criminal 
charge in the Ancient Roman forum, the center of Roman public life 
(Lello & Lello, 1980). 
Nowadays, the term “forensic” is applied whenever a specific subject is 
related to legal actions and courts. To answer to legal questions, a vast amount of forensic 
sciences has emerged over time.  
Of these, forensic genetics and direct analysis of DNA, which began about 30 
years ago with the case of Colin Pitchfork in the UK (where DNA evidence was used in a 
criminal case for the first time), has gained an important role worldwide in what concerns 
crime investigation and relationship testing. This has brought up the need to standardize 
and increase the quality of the methods applied (Goodwin et al., 2011). 
Besides working with material exclusive of each individual (DNA), forensic genetics 
is different from other forensic sciences because it has the ability to calculate expected 
values based on theoretical models and, therefore, its results do not present ambiguities 
(Saks & Koehler, 2005). However, because it is time and money consuming, only small 
ranges of DNA are analyzed and used for forensic purposes. Consequently, just because 
two DNA profiles match, that does not mean they belong to the same individual.  
To help estimate the rarity (frequency) of a DNA profile, it has been necessary to 
establish and continuously expand population forensic DNA databases, which are 
collections of DNA profiles obtained from unrelated individuals of a particular 
ethnic/population group. 
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1.2 Forensic DNA Databasing 
 
Although there are forensic databases composed of offender’s profiles, unidentified 
human remains or relatives of missing persons, such as UK NDNAD (the first to be 
established) (Werret, 1997) or CODIS (http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/lab/codis), this work will 
focus on forensic databases composed of non-offender profiles, randomly sampled, of 
particular population groups, where donors voluntarily consent the collection of a biological 
sample for analysis and provide relevant data.  
These databases, along with providing a better genetic characterization of a 
specific population (population genetic studies), will also serve as estimators of the 
frequency of any questioned profile (Goodwin et al., 2011).  
 
 
 
1.2.1 Genetic basis for DNA databasing 
 
DNA databases in forensic genetics rely on the fact that there are portions of our 
DNA that differ from one individual to another, generally called polymorphisms. Among 
other properties, it is important that these polymorphisms vary widely between individuals 
(high mutation rate). Various markers are combined, with the objective of creating unique 
profiles. The most common polymorphisms studied in forensic genetics are Short Tandem 
Repeats (STRs) and Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs): 
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1.2.1.1 Short tandem repeats (STRs) 
 
STR markers are units of 2–6 bp in length repeated in tandem (Figure 1), 
widespread throughout autosomal and sex chromosomes and account for approximately 
3% of the total human genome (Ellegren, 2004). They have a relatively high mutation rate, 
which is the reason for their high degree of polymorphism. Nevertheless, STR mutation 
rates are still relatively low (less than 0.1% per generation depending on the loci) which is 
important when testing, for example, paternity situations where exclusions could be due to 
mutational events (Butler, 2005). 
Another great advantage of STRs is that they are easily amplifiable by multiplex 
PCR. The combination of various autosomal STR loci increases dramatically the power of 
discrimination (Goodwin et al., 2011).  
The necessity of standardized methodologies to allow for comparisons between 
different labs around the world and for sound interchange of genetic information, has 
resulted over the years in the selection of specific sets of autosomal STR loci. Nowadays, 
Europe and the USA have adopted their own set of core STR systems for national 
databasing, composed of 12 and 13 loci respectively, sharing over half of the chosen 
markers between them. These different adoptions have led commercial companies to 
develop and validate various STR multiplex systems in order to fulfill the different needs 
and objectives of the forensic community worldwide.  
STRs are still the polymorphisms of choice in terms of genetic identification and 
kinship analysis. However, in some cases its use may be limited, namely in highly 
degraded DNA analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of a STR with 8 repeat units, each with 4bp in 
length, and one with 10 repeat units. 
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1.2.1.2 Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
 
A SNP is a DNA sequence 
variation occurring within a single 
nucleotide — A, T, C or G (Figure 2). SNP 
mutation rate is very low when compared 
to STRs [change in the order of once 
every 108 generations (Brookes, 1999)] 
and are often found to be population-
specific (Bamshad et al., 2003), which can 
be helpful when predicting the ethnic 
origin/geographic ancestry of a profile 
(Freakish et al., 2003). 
Another advantage of SNP typing is when samples present a high level of DNA 
degradation (such as crime scene samples or remains) because the size of the amplified 
products is significantly lower, making its detection more effective when compared to STR 
analyses (Dixon et al., 2005; 2006).   
Due to its lower discrimination power [between 50 and 80 SNPs would be required 
to achieve the same level of discrimination as the modern STR-based methods (Gill, 
2001)], autosomal SNPs are not widely used for forensic identification or establishment of 
profile databases. Preferably they should be used, whenever possible, to complement 
previous genetic information (Amorim & Pereira, 2005). 
The use of SNPs in forensic genetics, however, has become very common in the 
analysis of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), due to its particular characteristics that are 
described in the next chapter. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Schematic representation of a SNP. 
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1.3 Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 
1.3.1 Genetic features of mtDNA 
Mitochondria are eukaryotic cellular organelles responsible for generating about 
90% of the energy the cell needs to function (Mitchell, 1961; Saraste, 1999). They contain 
their own genome, the mitochondrial DNA (Barrell et al., 1979) (Figure 3), which 
encompasses 0.25% of total DNA content per cell and has a different genetic code than 
nuclear DNA (Scheffler, 1999). 
The human mitochondrial genome is a double-stranded circular molecule 
composed of approximately 16569bp. It comprehends two parts: the coding region, which 
encodes for 13 proteins, 22 transfer RNAs and two ribosomal RNAs (12S and 18S) and 
the 1122bp non-coding or control region, also known as D-loop (displacement loop), with 
regulatory functions (Anderson et al., 1981; Andrews et al., 1999).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: A. Location of mtDNA and mitochondria inside an animal eukaryotic cell. 
B. Representation of the mitochondrial genome.  
Adapted from http://www.genome.gov/. Illustration by Darryl Leja. 
 
B A 
mtDNA 
~16569bp 
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Mitochondrial DNA has special features that distinguish it from nuclear DNA. These 
characteristics have gathered researchers’ attention: 
 
 
 
High and variable copy number per cell  
 
In contrast with the two (maternal and paternal) copies per cell of nuclear DNA, 
mtDNA has on average 500 copies per cell (Satoh & Kuroiwa, 1991). Its circular nature 
also makes it less susceptible to exonucleases. This has proven to be extremely important 
when analyzing specimens where there is insufficient nuclear DNA, such as hair shafts, 
bones or teeth or degraded samples (Butler, 2005). 
 
 
 
Maternal inheritance and absence of recombination 
 
Maternal inheritance has been 
accepted as the rule for human mtDNA 
(Giles et al., 1980; Taylor et al., 2003; 
Schwartz & Vissing 2004; Bandelt et al., 
2005) (Figure 4). As a consequence, 
mitochondrial DNA does not recombine. 
These two characteristics enable 
researchers to trace maternal related 
lineages back through time, clarifying the 
history of populations. In the forensic 
context, it is also important when no direct 
relatives are available for analysis and 
other living relatives need to be used as reference samples. It is noteworthy to emphasize 
here that mtDNA analysis does not discriminate between individuals but rather between 
mtDNA lineages, since individuals belonging to the same maternal line will share the same 
mtDNA haplotype (unless a mutation occurs). 
Figure 4: Schematic representation of mtDNA pattern of 
inheritance. 
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High mutation rate 
 
The mitochondrial genome presents a significantly higher mutation rate than that 
observed for nuclear DNA (Brown et al., 1979). This high mutation rate is due, in part, to 
the exposure of mtDNA to mutagenic reactive oxygen species (ROS) that are produced as 
byproducts in oxidative phosphorylation (Hashiguchi et al., 2004).  
Mutation rates vary along the mtGenome. It has been proposed that the coding 
region evolves at 1.26x10-8 substitutions per site per year (Mishmar et al., 2003); the 
mutation rate for the control region has been estimated between 5x10-7 and 5x10-6 
substitutions per site per year (Parsons et al., 1997). 
Even within the control region, some blocks are highly conserved but others, which 
are hypervariable segments I, II and III, contain the highest levels of variation within the 
mtGenome; furthermore, inside these hypervariable regions, some sites are mutational 
hotspots (Meyer et al., 1999). 
The key in forensic investigations is to differentiate individuals and, as mentioned 
above, the most extensive mtDNA variations occurring in the human populations are found 
within hypervariable segments I, II and III. Therefore, these are the regions commonly 
analyzed in forensic genetics. 
 
 
1.3.2 Analysis of mtDNA for forensic purposes 
The hypervariable segments I, II and III (HVS-I, HVS-II and HVS-III) of the non-
coding region (Figure 5) are normally examined by PCR amplification followed by 
sequence analysis. The nomenclature used to describe the sequences observed is based 
on the comparison with a reference sequence. In 1981, Anderson and his team were the 
first to sequence the mtDNA genome of a European individual (Cambridge Reference 
Sequence - CRS) (Anderson et al., 1981). The CRS was revised almost 20 years later, 
correcting some sequencing errors, to what is called today, the rCRS (revised Cambridge 
Reference Sequence) (Andrews et al., 1999). It is this recent rCRS that is used nowadays 
as a reference for typing all polymorphisms that are found in the mitochondrial DNA 
sequences. 
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When mtDNA was first introduced in population and forensic genetic analyses 
(more than a decade ago), the source of diversity was thought to be concentrated mainly 
in HVS-I and HVS-II, and most of the labs would sequence these regions only, on a 
routine basis. Later, the recognition that HVS-III analysis would introduce a higher 
discrimination power (Fridman & Gonzalez, 2009), as well as the accompanying evolution 
of methodologies, has consequently taken the majority of the scientific community to 
sequence the complete control region (Carracedo et al., 2010). 
The typing of coding region SNPs also emerged in an attempt to fulfill the need for 
increasing discrimination power, especially in cases where the control region is not 
informative enough to discriminate most lineages. Although this methodology is gaining 
more followers (Quintáns et al., 2004; Coble et al., 2006), it has been recently pointed out 
that, with new technologies such as next-generation sequencing full mtDNA sequencing 
would be the best choice (Irwin et al., 2011). 
Nevertheless, for forensic applications the quantity of information retrieved from 
mtDNA is not the only factor necessary to take into account. The generated sequences 
should have excellent quality and undergo quality control validations. According to current 
guidelines (Carracedo et al., 2000; Bär et al., 2000; Tully et al., 2001; Parson & Dϋr, 2007; 
Prieto et al., 2011) full double-stranded high quality sequence coverage is the minimum 
requirement for reporting mtDNA data with forensic value; for particular hard-to-read 
polymorphisms, new sequence coverage should be retrieved. Nonetheless, because this 
requires effort and money, several mtDNA sequences available in the literature today do 
not meet these requirements and, therefore, are not suitable as reference for forensic 
applications. 
 
Figure 5: The three hypervariable (HV) regions of the mtDNA control region. HV1 (HVS-I) spans 
nucleotide positions 16024–16365 (342 bp), HV2 (HVS-II) spans positions 73–340 (268 bp), and 
HV3 (HVS-III) spans positions 438–574 (137 bp). Some polymorphic positions for variable 
regions VR1 and VR2 are also noted. Adapted from Butler, 2005) 
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Another effort made to improve the quality of mtDNA sequence data, was the 
establishment of strict guidelines and the existence of databases exclusively focused on 
this issue, such as EMPOP. 
 
 
 
 
1.3.2.1 EMPOP mtDNA Population Database 
 
EMPOP - http://www.empop.org - was established 
in 2006 as a result of a collaborative project (Figure 6), 
under the scientific auspices of the European DNA 
Profiling Group (EDNAP). Its primary objective is to 
function as a depository for high quality mtDNA data 
usable for forensic purposes and educate researchers and 
technicians on how to produce it (Parson & Dϋr, 2007).  
EMPOP database relies on powerful tools to monitor and filter all mtDNA data submitted. 
Since almost 62% of the errors arise during manual transcription of the 
polymorphisms detected (Parson et al., 2004), EMPOP developed a laboratory information 
management (LIM) system which monitors every sequence’s journey since its arrival to the 
database, with a permanent link to raw data information. 
EMPOP also uses and offers to the general public, by download on its webpage, 
the NETWORK tool, to be used after data analysis and is an asset in the detection of 
potential errors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: EMPOP logotype 
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1.3.2.2 mtDNA typing concerns 
 
It is during the documentation process that most of the errors are produced. 
Therefore, it is essential to manually review the data (instead of relying exclusively on 
sequence software analysis) and undergo independent data quality review (for example, 
the submission of data to EMPOP) (Parson et al., 2004; Parson & Bandelt, 2007; Prieto et 
al., 2011). 
The implementation of collaborative and proficiency quality control exercises helps 
to keep researchers updated and incites the automation of the laboratory process (Tully et 
al., 2004; Prieto et al., 2011). 
Besides typing errors linked to manual transcription of data and clerical errors (e.g. 
reference bias, base mis-scoring), various difficulties may arise when analyzing mtDNA 
sequences for forensic database purposes: some relate to mtDNA characteristics, others 
are linked to technical issues. 
Below, there is a description of some problematic scenarios encountered during 
control region mtDNA typing. 
 
 
1.3.2.2.1 Technical related 
 
 
Contamination 
 
Avoiding contamination is the first concern for mtDNA typing, since it is present in 
high copy number per cell. It is advisable to use dedicated laboratory areas, with pre- and 
post-amplification areas physically separated, laboratory coats and disposable gloves; 
pipette tips need to be aerosol resistant. Everything must be cleaned before and after use, 
exposing all materials and reagents to UV light. It is also important to monitor the 
contamination issue by using reagent blanks and negative controls during every PCR set 
up (Bär et al., 2000). 
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Artificial recombination 
 
The mix-up of hypervariable segments, normally due to the separate amplifications 
of the hypervariable regions, may result in mistaken typing results, i.e. the HVS-I of sample 
X may pair with the HVS-II of sample Y, and vice-versa. These errors can only be detected 
by phylogenetic analysis but, unfortunately, some motifs are found in more than one 
population which difficult the detection of artificial recombination. This can be minimized if 
the whole control region is amplified in one single reaction (Parson & Dϋr, 2007). 
Nevertheless, it is important to take into account that using the standard sequencing 
technologies, more than one sequencing reaction is required to analyze the full mtDNA 
CR. Therefore, it is important to take the necessary measures to avoid sample mix-ups in 
all steps of the laboratory procedures. 
 
Phantom mutations 
 
These are related to artificial signals in the sequencing electropherogram. 
Misleading fluorescence peaks can be caused by dye blobs, high background noise, 
among others, bringing up the necessity of manually checking the data and, if necessary, 
repeat analysis (Prieto et al., 2011). 
 
 
1.3.2.2.2 Structure related 
 
Point heteroplasmy 
 
Heteroplasmy is defined by the presence of more than one type of mtDNA within 
an individual. For forensic purposes, heteroplasmy is considered if two bases clearly 
above the background level of the sequence can be observed in sequences from both 
strands of the DNA. In this case, IUPAC codes can be used for base calling (Carracedo et 
al., 2000). 
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 Heteroplasmy poses a problem for forensic comparisons (e.g. suspect vs. crime 
sample) because it is possible that one sequence possesses heteroplasmy at a site and 
the other does not, and yet the suspect cannot be excluded from being the donor of the 
crime sample. Moreover, there is a possibility that a single base difference exists between 
two samples that are in fact maternally related (Parsons et al., 1997). On the other hand, 
point heteroplasmy may be more frequent in certain tissue types, like hair shafts. In the 
same individual, it is frequent to observe heteroplasmy in his hair and none in another 
biological material, or even between hair shafts. 
Anyway, for rigorous mtDNA typing and databasing purposes, all heteroplasmies 
clearly observed must be reported, that is, when confirmed in sequences from both 
forward and reverse reactions. If still in doubt, a new amplification reaction should be 
carried out with a different set of primers (Parson & Bandelt, 2007). 
 
 
 
 
Length variant regions  
 
Homopolymeric stretches of cytosines (C-stretches) exist in HVS-I, HVS-II and 
HVS-III regions. 
Length heteroplasmy typically manifests itself as a variation in the number of bases 
residing within a homopolymeric stretch of cytosines, either due to C insertions or 
transitions (T-C) at specific positions. Length heteroplasmy results from the mixture of 
different length variants present in the original DNA (Butler, 2005). 
As “out-of-phase sequence carryover” occurs downstream of the homopolymeric 
region, further techniques, such as using different sequencing primers, are needed to 
identify each length variant in the heteroplasmic mtDNA mixture (Rasmussen et al., 2002; 
Lee et al., 2004) otherwise only partial sequence information will be provided.  
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Inconsistent nomenclatures 
 
Polycytosine tracts present other problems in what concerns nomenclature issues 
because in particular cases more than one alignment is possible. In an attempt to 
standardize nomenclature, Wilson et al. (2002a; 2002b) made recommendations for 
treating length variants in these specific situations. These formal rules were solely based 
on achieving the most parsimonious sequence alignment with respect to the rCRS.  
Nowadays, it has been accepted that whenever an alignment is in question within 
polycytosine tracts, one should take into consideration a phylogenetic approach, which is 
in some cases challenging, especially when the same polymorphism occurs in distinct 
haplogroup backgrounds (Bandelt & Parson, 2008). 
 
 
 
1.3.2.3 Accessing population substructure 
For forensic purposes it is highly important to study possible substructure in the 
population of interest. If substructure exists, it has to be accounted for when producing the 
strengths of the DNA profile evidence (Balding & Nichols, 1994). Thus, it is important to 
study genetic variation among populations and to check for possible genetic substructure 
within a population. The most common way of studying these differences is by means of 
FST-statistics. FST is directly related to the differences in allele (haplotype) frequencies 
among populations (Wright, 1951; Holsinger & Weir, 2009).  
 
 
1.3.2.4 Using mtDNA for human population history and evolution 
Mitochondrial DNA features, such as high copy number, higher mutation rate when 
compared to nuclear DNA, the lack of recombination and maternal inheritance, have 
provided new data for the study of human evolution, migration and population histories.  
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The uniparental mode of inheritance enables researchers to trace related lineages 
back through time; the screening for mtDNA control and coding region polymorphisms in 
each individual, generates a profile (haplotype) and individuals with similar haplotypes are 
grouped (into the same haplogroup), meaning that they share the same mtDNA ancestry. 
Nowadays, it is accepted that the most recent maternal common ancestor for humans 
lived in sub-Saharan Africa, with all its mtDNA lineages assigned to the “L” 
macrohaplogroup (Chen et al., 1995) and has dispersed from this continent to the rest of 
the world. 
Haplogroups tend to show regional specificity (Torroni et al., 2006) (Figure 7): 
macrohaplogroup L (L0, L1, L2 and L3, excluding M and N) is restricted to Africa and all 
non-African mtDNAs, M, N and R, have descended from haplogroup L3. 
Macrohaplogroups M, N and R and their sublineages have dispersed into different 
continents: M dispersed through eastern Asia and Australasia (Macaulay et al., 2005) and 
N and R haplogroups colonized Western Europe and gave rise to common European 
lineages (Roostalu et al., 2007). 
Haplogroup H accounts for about 40% of the total mtDNA variation in most of Europe 
(Achilli et al., 2004). It has originated in the Middle East 30000 years ago (Achilli et al., 
2004; Torroni et al., 1998; Richards et al., 2000) and arrived in  Europe about 20000 years 
ago, where it spread quickly through all Southwest (Achilli et al., 2004; Pereira et al. 2005; 
Richards et al., 2000; Torroni et al., 1998). It is also present in North Africa and Middle 
East, although less frequently (Richards et al., 2002). 
 Haplogroup H dissection into sub-haplogroups (by means of control region SNP 
typing or complete mtDNA sequencing) is becoming more preponderant (Salas et al., 
1998), as the information obtained contributes to a higher characterization and 
understanding of European descendants’ diversity; various studies (Achilli et al., 2004; 
Álvarez-Iglesias et al., 2009; Pereira et al., 2006) demonstrated that sub-clades H1 and H3 
showed frequency peaks in Iberia and surrounding areas. 
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Over the years, the study of human evolution has not been an easy task. Even now, 
the initial Homo sapiens population dynamics and dispersal roots remain poorly 
understood due to the scarce paleo-anthropological data from the Middle Stone Age 
(Behar et al., 2008). 
Moreover, the detection and naming of new haplogroups and sub-haplogroups 
progressed in a disorganized manner, which resulted in non-monophyletic groupings 
receiving the same designation (for example, macrohaplogroup L) (Pakendorf & 
Stoneking, 2005). 
For this mission to be well succeeded, it is important to increase resolution by 
sequencing the full mtDNA genome, to associate its information with that from autosomal 
region markers (Fendt et al., 2009), to continue processing data from not yet analyzed 
populations, to define new genetic markers (Underhill & Kivisild, 2007) and to thrive for 
excellent quality data. 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Human mtDNA migrations 
Adapted from Shriver & Kittles, 2004. 
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1.3.2.5 mtDNA – current portrait of Portugal 
 
Twelve years ago, an approach to determine diversity of mtDNA lineages in Portugal 
based on HVS-I and HVS-II sequences (Pereira et al., 2000), revealed that haplogroup H 
was by far the most frequent haplogroup (about 40%) but haplogroups L (sub-Saharan) 
and U6 (North African) were present in a higher frequency than expected, with U6 oddly 
restricted to Northern Portugal – U6 group is characteristic of North Africa (Richards et al., 
1998) and it would be expected to show a higher frequency in Southern Portugal; it also 
concluded that distribution patterns were similar among the geographic regions studied 
(North, Central and South) and they could be merged into a global Portuguese sample.  
As for mtDNA coding region SNP typing, Pereira et al. (2006) demonstrated that 
sub-clades H1 and H3 showed frequency peaks in Iberia and surrounding areas. 
Nonetheless, the advances in research and technology have improved analysis and 
have set new guidelines; nowadays, according to current procedures, these results 
previously published are incomplete and, therefore, need improvement in order to increase 
its informativeness as a forensic mtDNA database for the Portuguese population. 
In summary, before this work began, the Portuguese population was poorly 
characterized for the mtDNA complete control region and lacked a comprehensive 
database of good quality sequences to be used for forensic purposes. 
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1.4 Objectives 
 Provide a characterization of the mtDNA complete control region diversity in the 
Portuguese population;  
 Compare the three major geographical regions, North, Center and South, to 
understand whether the sample should be considered as a whole, when applied to 
routine forensic genetic casework;  
 Determine sub-haplogroups of haplogroup H individuals, which encompasses 
over 40% of the total mtDNA variation in Western Europe, by single base extension 
multiplex reactions; 
 Collaborate and contribute to the EMPOP database (www.empop.org) by 
providing good quality mtDNA complete control region sequences. 
    Serve as an auxiliary guide, especially for forensic geneticists, by describing and 
exemplifying technical issues related with mtDNA typing, in what concerns the 
achievement of high quality sequence data and the problems that one may face with 
nomenclature issues. 
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2. Material and 
Methods  
 
 
 
 
A 
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2.1 Selection of individuals 
A total of 293 unrelated individuals, born and living in districts representing three 
regions of Portugal (North, N=98; Central, N=95; and South, N=100) were selected. These 
three regions were established according to the country division by the major rivers Douro 
and Tagus (Figure 8).  
Blood or buccal smears were collected from voluntary donors, under informed 
consent.  All blood samples were stored in classic FTA ® Whatman ® cards and buccal 
smears in microtubes with ethanol, before DNA extraction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 8: Representation of Portugal and region division by 
rivers Douro and Tagus. The map also shows the number of 
individuals selected from each district. 
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2.2 DNA extraction 
DNA extraction was performed by using the resin Chelex 100 method adapted from 
Lareu et al. (1994). Depending on the initial type of biological material, two different 
protocols took place: 
 
2.2.1 Whole blood or FTA® card blood stain 
 
For whole blood samples, 10µl were taken to a 1.5ml microtube, and for blood 
stains, a 3x3mm square was cut to a 1.5ml microtube.  
A volume of 1ml of water was added and incubated for 30 minutes, stirring once in 
a while. Tubes were then centrifuged at 18620xg for 4 minutes and almost all supernatant 
was discarded. A volume of 200µl from a 5% Chelex 100 (200-400 mesh) stirring solution 
was added to the microtubes and these were stirred in a vortex. Samples were then 
incubated for 8 minutes at 100⁰C. Finally, the tubes were stirred and centrifuged at 
18620xg  for 4 minutes. 
Temporary storage was done at 4⁰C while in use; otherwise at -20⁰C for final storage 
conditions. 
 
2.2.2 Buccal smear (in ethanol) 
 
Tubes were centrifuged at 18620xg for 10 minutes and almost all ethanol was 
discarded by inverting the microtubes. Total evaporation of the ethanol was undertaken 
using a thermal plate set to 60-80⁰C.  
A volume of 200µl from a 5% Chelex 100 (200-400 mesh) solution was added to 
the microtubes and these were stirred in a vortex. Samples were then incubated for 8 
minutes at 100⁰C. Finally, the tubes were stirred and centrifuged at 18620xg for 4 minutes. 
Temporary storage was done at 4⁰C while in use; otherwise at -20⁰C for final storage 
conditions. 
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2.3 mtDNA complete control region (CR) 
 
2.3.1 General considerations 
According to established guidelines for generating high quality data (Carracedo et 
al., 2000; Bär et al., 2000; Tully et al., 2001; Parson & Dϋr, 2007; Prieto et al., 2011), 
amplification and sequencing of mtDNA complete control region must be done in a way 
that all mtDNA sequence between positions 16024-16569 and 1-576 is fully covered, both 
in forward and reverse directions, at least two times with different primers (see table 1). 
 
 
 
Table 1: List of primers used for amplification/sequencing of the mtDNA control region. 
a
 primers are designated according to the nucleotide number of the 5’-end in the rCRS; 
b
 primers designed with Primer3 in 
http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/. 
 
 
 
Primera Primer sequence 5’-3’ Reference 
L15900 TAA ACT AAT ACA CCA GTC TTG TAA ACC Parson et al., 2007 
L15978 CAC CAT TAG CAC CCA AAG CT Alonso et al., 2003 
L16268 CAC TAG GAT ACC AAC AAA CC Alonso et al., 2003 
L16536 CCC ACA CGT  TCC CCT TAA AT New* 
L00314 CCG CTT CTG GCC ACA GCA CT Parson et al., 2007 
H00036 CCC GTG AGT GGT TAA TAG GGT Parson et al., 2007 
H00159 AAA TAA TAG GAT GAG GCA GGA ATC Parson et al., 2007 
H00599 TTG AGG AGG TAA GCT ACA TA Parson et al., 2007 
H00639 GGG TGA TGT GAG CCC GTC TA Parson et al., 2007 
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There are some special situations, such as samples that display length 
heteroplasmy, sequencing artifacts or sub-optimal reaction and electrophoresis conditions, 
which need a second amplification with a new pair of primers followed by sequencing 
reactions also with new initial and intermediate primers, according to the activity diagram 
shown in Figure 9. 
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2.3.2  PCR amplification of mtDNA complete control region (CR)  
  All samples were amplified using QIAGEN Multiplex PCR Kit, Master Mix 2x, following 
the guidelines included in QIAGEN Multiplex PCR Handbook (QIAGEN 2010).  
  The primer mix was prepared so that each one is at a final concentration of 2µM in the 
primer mix. In this case (two primers, forward and reverse) the primer mix solution was prepared 
by adding 2µl of forward primer plus 2µl of reverse primer taken from the stock solution (100µM) 
to 96µl of Ultra-Pure Water RNA/DNA free. 
  The reagent mix, for a final volume of 10µl, was formulated by adding 5µl of QIAGEN 
Multiplex PCR Kit, Master Mix 2x, 1µl of primer mix, 3µl of water and 1µl of DNA (±0.5-4ng/μl). 
The tubes were placed in a thermal cycler (Figure 10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To avoid contamination issues, all samples were processed in a pre-PCR room (Bär et 
al., 2000). 
. 
 
 
Figure 10: Thermal cycler settings for PCR amplification of mtDNA complete control region (CR) (Veriti® 96-
Well Fast Thermal Cycler, Life Technologies). 
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2.3.2.1 PCR amplification verification 
 
2.3.2.1.1 Polyacrylamide gel T9C5 and silver nitrate coloration 
method  
 
  To check whether PCR amplification was successful and also to estimate mtDNA 
quantity, the amplified products were run on a polyacrylamide gel T9C5 (9% acrylamide; 
5% N-N-metylene-bis-acrylamide) in 0.375M Tris/HCl buffer (pH=8.8). The gel was set up 
by mixing 4,4ml of T9C5, 0.35ml of glycerol, 0,25ml of ammonia persulphate 1% and 10µl 
of TEMED (Tetramethylethylenediamine). The gel polymerized between glass supports on 
a special film which was later placed on a horizontal refrigerated electrophoresis device.  
Whatman ® chromatography papers were impregnated with a 0.125M Tris/glycine buffer 
(pH=8.8) and positioned in each extremity of the gel. Power supply run voltage was set to 
180V. 
  The visualization of mtDNA bands was done according to Budowle et al. (1991) 
by silver nitrate staining method. 
 
 
 
 
2.3.2.1.2 QIAxcel system, automated analysis of DNA 
fragments 
 
  Alternatively to the previous procedure, the automated system QIAxcel was used 
(QIAGEN 2011). Products were run on the instrument according to manufacturer’s 
specifications (the cartridge used was QIAxcel DNA Screening Kit, alignment marker 
15bp-5kb, method chosen was AM320). 
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2.3.2.2 Purification of PCR amplified samples 
 
 In order to proceed with the sequencing of the products, it was necessary to 
remove primers and free nucleotides unincorporated during PCR reaction that, otherwise, 
would interfere in the sequencing reaction and generate artifacts. 
 Products were purified by adding 2µl of ExoSAP-IT (Exonuclease I + Shrimp 
Alkaline Phosphatase, GE Healthcare) to 5µl of amplified mtDNA. The mixture was 
incubated first for 15min at 37⁰C and second for 15min at 80⁰C, leading to enzymatic 
inactivation. 
 
 
 
2.3.3 mtDNA sequencing reaction 
 
 mtDNA sequencing reaction was carried out using the BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle 
Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems 2010) according to manufacturer’s instructions.  
 The reaction was set to a final volume of 5µl, of which, 1µl of BigDye Terminator v3.1 
Cycle Sequencing Kit, 1µl Sequencing Buffer (Life Technologies), 0.5µl of suitable primer 
(2.5µM), 2µl of Ultra-Pure Water RNA/DNA free and 0.5µl of purified product (water and purified 
product quantities varies according to DNA band intensity, a reflection of DNA concentration). 
The tubes were placed in a thermal cycler (Figure 11). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Thermal cycler settings for mtDNA sequencing reaction (Veriti® 96-Well Fast Thermal Cycler, Life 
Technologies). 
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It is important to refer that some sequencing primers worked better under different 
conditions. For example, a different sequencing kit was used for primers H00159 and H00599 
which is optimized for sequencing through GT- and G-rich templates (dGTP BigDye® 
Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit, Life Technologies); primers H00159 and H00369 needed 
increased annealing temperature (56⁰C) and more cycles (38 instead of 35). 
 
2.3.4 Purification of mtDNA sequenced products 
 After the sequencing reaction, all fluorescent nucleotides that were not incorporated were 
removed. This removal was possible by using a column of a special resin, in this case 
Sephadex ™ G50 (GE Healthcare), which traps fluorescent nucleotides after a centrifugation 
step. The Sephadex ™ G50 was prepared by adding 10g to 150ml of deionized water. Then, 
750µl of the solution were pipetted to a proper plastic column and centrifuged for 4 min at 
1840xg to discard the water what resulted in a solid column. The microtube with the Sephadex 
column was transferred to a clean 1.5ml microtube.  
 Total sequencing product (5µl) was carefully applied to the center of the column with a 
micropipette and centrifuged again for 4 min at 1840xg. The recovered product could be stored 
at -20⁰C before use. 
 
2.3.5 Automated sequencing of mtDNA products 
 After Sephadex purification, 10µl of Hi-Di Formamide ™ (Applied Biosystems) was added 
to the product.  Formamide absorbs moisture from the air and creates formic acid, which can 
break apart some of the incorporated dyes and cause dye blobs. To prevent this from 
happening, microtubes with formamide and sequenced mtDNA products should be capped 
immediately, kept in the fridge and run on the instrument as soon as possible. 
 All products underwent automated sequencing on an Applied Biosystems Genetic 
Analyzer 3130 or on Applied Biosystems Genetic Analyzer 3130xl. 
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2.3.6 Visualization and analysis of mtDNA sequences 
 For visualization of mtDNA sequences, files were imported to Sequencing Analysis v5.2 
(Applied Biosystems, 2004a). This program also allows for the checking of sequence quality by 
assessing the annotations tab and raw data information. 
 The analysis of mtDNA sequences was done in SeqScape v.2.5 software (Applied 
Biosystems, 2004b). This program automatically aligns and compares the sequences under 
study with a reference sequence. In this specific case of mtDNA CR, the reference sequence 
used was rCRS (revised Cambridge Reference Sequence) (Andrews et al.,1999). 
 After alignment, SeqScape v.2.5 software generates a report with all the base differences 
annotated in what respects to rCRS. Still, all polymorphisms were confirmed by visually 
inspecting the electropherograms. 
 
 
 
2.3.7 Classification of haplogroups 
 Differences to the rCRS were designated according to current guidelines (Carracedo et 
al., 2000; Bär et al., 2000; Tully et al., 2001; Parson & Dϋr, 2007; Prieto et al., 2011) and 
mtDNA sequences were classified into haplogroups according to PhyloTree.org (van Oven & 
Kayser, 2009), using mtDNA tree Build 13 (28 December 2011) via the Haplogrep web tool 
(Kloss-Brandstätter et al., 2010) and also mtDNA Manager (Lee et al., 2008). Partial data 
(N=132) has been confirmed and validated by EMPOP (http://www.empop.org) and published 
via GHEP-EMPOP collaboration in Prieto et al., 2011. The new data (N=161) has been 
submitted to EMPOP in July 2012 and is currently under review. 
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2.3.8 Statistical analysis 
 To answer our initial question “Can our Portuguese sample, Northern, Central and 
Southern individuals, be considered as a whole when applied to forensic routine casework?”, 
the regions were analyzed as three different subpopulations. The measure chosen to compare 
them to each other was pairwise Fst, i.e., a measure of the extent of genetic differentiation 
among subpopulations. All calculations were made with Arlequin v.3.5 (Excoffier et al., 2005; 
http://lgb.unige.ch/arlequin). 
 To enhance the analysis, two different approaches were taken into consideration: 
 
 
a) mtDNA haplogroup frequencies were directly counted after haplogroup 
classification. Pairwise FST was computed for population comparisons, using 
Slatkin’s distance with 100 permutations and a significance level of 0.05; 
b) Use of full CR mtDNA sequence data, nucleotide positions 16024-576 (haplotype 
frequencies). Paiwise FST was computed for population comparisons, using 
Slatkin’s distance with 100 permutations and a significance level of 0.05. 
 
 Apart from measuring the differentiation between the sub-populations, other parameters, 
such as haplotype diversity (H), were also estimated with Arlequin v.3.5. Finally, this software 
was also used to calculate diversity indices in our total Portuguese sample as a whole. 
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2.4 Determination of sub-haplogroups of 
haplogroup H 
 
2.4.1 General considerations 
The determination of sub-haplogroups of haplogroup H is made by detection of specific 
SNPs present in the mtDNA coding region (together with control region polymorphisms) (Achilli 
et al., 2004; Álvarez-Iglesias et al., 2009; Pereira et al., 2006). 
This detection is carried out using the SNaPshot kit (Applied Biosystems). The principle 
is based on a sequencing reaction but the primers used here are called SBEs [Single Base 
Extension primers or SNaPshot primers (commercial designation)] and are modified so that their 
3’ end is complementary to the position immediately before the SNP. During the SNaPshot 
reaction, only one fluorescent ddNTP is added to the SBE primer 3’ end. For allowing 
simultaneous analysis of various SNPs (multiplex reaction), a nucleotide tail (non-
complementary to template DNA) is added to each primer which will determine the size of final 
fragment. Thus, DNA fragments obtained will have different sizes and distinguishable 
fluorescence, according to SBE size and to the incorporated ddNTP. 
For this study, a considerable sum of SNPs (51) was analyzed and distributed among 
three distinct multiplex reactions, through an adaptation of the strategy developed by Alvarez-
Iglesias et al. (2009). 
 
 
2.4.2 Amplification by PCR of specific SNPs of haplogroup H 
  All samples were amplified using the Master Mix 2x included in the QIAGEN Multiplex 
PCR Kit, following the guidelines included in QIAGEN Multiplex PCR Handbook (QIAGEN 
2010).  
  The primer mix was prepared so that each one is at a specific final concentration 
described in table 2. 
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Markers PCR Multiplex Primers conc. (µM) Reference 
709/750  2  
2581/2706  2  
3010  4  
3796  2  
6253/6296/6365  2  
6776 Multiplex 1 4 
Alvarez-Iglesias et 
al., 2009 
7337  4  
10810  2  
12858/12957  2  
13708/13759   2  
14365/14470  3  
14770A  2  
951/961G  2  
3915/3936/3992  6  
4310/4336  4  
4727/4745/4769/4793  4  
7028  4  
7645 Multiplex 2 2 
Alvarez-Iglesias et 
al., 2009 
8269/8271T  2  
8473/8592/8598/8602  2  
9066/9150  3  
10044  6  
10394  3  
13404  2  
1438  1  
2259  2  
8994  1  
10166/10211 Multiplex 3 2 
Alvarez-Iglesias et 
al., 2009 
11140  2  
13101C  2  
14869/14872  2  
15833  2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The reagent mix, for a final volume of 10µl, was formulated by adding 5µl of Master Mix 
2x, 1µl of primer mix, 3.5µl of water and 0.5µl of DNA (±0.5-4ng/μl). The tubes were placed in a 
thermal cycler (Figure 12). 
 
 
Table 2: Multiplex reactions performed by PCR amplification for detection of coding region SNPs in haplogroup H 
individuals. 
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95⁰C
15min
94⁰C
60⁰C
72⁰C 72⁰C30sec
90sec
1min 15min
Initial denaturation
x 1
Denaturation Annealing Extension
Final 
extension
x 30 x 1
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To avoid contamination issues, all samples were processed in a pre-PCR room (Bär et 
al. 2000). 
 
 
2.4.3 Purification of PCR amplified samples 
Prior to SNaPshot reaction, it was necessary to remove primers and free nucleotides 
unincorporated during PCR reaction that, otherwise, would interfere with the SNaPshot reaction. 
Products were purified by adding 0.5µl of ExoSAP-IT (Exonuclease I + Shrimp Alkaline 
Phosphatase, GE Healthcare) to 1µl of PCR product. The mixture was incubated first for 15min 
at 37⁰C and second for 15min at 85⁰C, leading to enzymes inactivation. 
 
 
2.4.4 SNaPshot reaction 
  The reaction was set to a final volume of 5µl, of which, 1µl SNaPshot Multiplex Kit, 1.5µl 
of SBE mix, 2µl of water and 0.5µl of purified PCR product. The primer mix was prepared so 
that each one is at a specific final concentration described in table 3. 
 
Figure 12: Thermal cycler settings for amplification by PCR of specific SNPs of haplogroup H (Veriti® 96-Well 
Fast Thermal Cycler, Life Technologies). 
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 1438  0.06  
2259  0.2  
8994  0.06  
10166  0.3  
10211 
Multiplex 3 
0.15 
Alvarez-Iglesias et al., 
2009 
11140  0.2  
14869  0.2  
14872  0.4  
15833  0.2  
13101C  0.2  
Markers SBE Multiplex SBEs conc. (µM) Reference 
709  0.2  
750  0.2  
2581  0.2  
3010  0.2  
3796  0.1  
6253  0.1  
6296  0.2  
6365  0.2  
6776  0.3  
7337 
Multiplex 1 
0.3 
Alvarez-Iglesias et al., 
2009 
10810  0.2  
12858  0.3  
12957  0.3  
13708  0.3  
13759  0.1  
14365  0.3  
14470A  0.4  
951  0.2  
3915  0.2  
3936  0.6  
3992  0.3  
4310  0.4  
4336  0.2  
4727  0.2  
4745  0.2  
4769  0.2  
4793  0.4  
7028 
Multiplex 2 
0.2 
Alvarez-Iglesias et al., 
2009 
7645  0.2  
8269  0.06  
8473  0.2  
8592  0.1  
8598  0.4  
8602  0.4  
9066  0.3  
9150  0.2  
10044  0.6  
10394  0.3  
13404  0.3  
8271T  0.3  
961G  0.06  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3: Multiplex reactions performed by SNaPshot, for detection of 
coding region SNPs of haplogroup H mtDNA sequences. 
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96⁰C
50⁰C
60⁰C10sec
5sec
30sec
Denaturation Annealing Extension
x 25
 
The tubes were then placed in a thermal cycler (Figure 13). 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 13: Thermal cycler settings for SNaPshot reaction (Veriti® 96-Well Fast Thermal Cycler, Life Technologies). 
 
 
2.4.5 Purification of SNaPshot products 
Products were purified by adding 1µl of SAP (Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase, GE 
Healthcare) to total volume of SNaPshot products. The mixture was incubated first for 1h at 
37⁰C and then for 15min at 85⁰C, leading to enzymes inactivation. 
 
2.4.6 Automated electrophoretic separation and detection of 
SNaPshot products 
 For enabling automated data analysis and achieving high run to run precision in sizing 
DNA fragments by electrophoresis it is necessary to use an internal lane size standard. For 
SNaPshot products, with final sizes smaller than 120bp, the choice was GeneScan™ 120 LIZ® 
Size Standard (Applied Biosystems). The size standard was diluted in Hi-Di Formamide in a 
proportion of 1:33, which is below manufacturers’ guidelines, but proven to be sufficient. To 10µl 
of this mixture, 1µl of SNaPshot product was added. All products were run on an Applied 
Biosystems Genetic Analyzer 3130. 
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SNP Size (pb) Detection Mutation
750 23 A→G A→G
2581 24 T→C A→G
709 32 G→A G→A
3010 37 C→T G→A
3796 37 A→G A→G
6296 48 C→T C→T
6253 48 A→G T→C
6365 54 A→G T→C
10810 54 T→C T→C
12858 58 C→T C→T
6776 58 A→G T→C
7337 62 G→A G→A
12957 62 T→C T→C
13759 66 G→A G→A
14365 70 G→A C→T
13708 78 G→A G→A
14470A 78 T→A T→A
4336 21 A→G T→C
951 21 C→T G→A
4745 32 A→G A→G
3915 32 C→T G→A
3992 38 C→T C→T
4310 38 A→G A→G
7028 44 C→T C→T
4727 44 A→G A→G
4769 50 A→G A→G
7645 50 T→C T→C
8473 56 T→C T→C
4793 56 A→G A→G
8269 62 G→A G→A
9066 62 T→C A→G
8592 66 G→A G→A
10044 66 T→C A→G
9150 70 A→G A→G
10394 70 C→T C→T
8602 74 T→C T→C
13404 78 T→C T→C
3936 78 G→A C→T
8271T 82 A→T A→T
8598 84 T→C T→C
961G 86 T→G T→G
2259 26 C→T C→T
1438 30 A→G A→G
10211 36 C→T C→T
10166 41 T→C T→C
11140 49 C→T C→T
13101C 54 T→G A→C
8994 64 G→A G→A
14872 68 C→T C→T
15833 74 C→T C→T
14869 77 G→A G→A
M
u
lt
ip
le
x
 3
M
u
lt
ip
le
x
 1
M
u
lt
ip
le
x
 2
 
2.4.7 Visualization and analysis of SNaPshot products 
 For visualization and analysis of SNaPshot products, files were imported to GeneMapper 
®4.0 software (Applied Biosystems, 2005). All positions were visually inspected and annotated 
according to table 4. 
 Table 4: List of all SNPs under analysis, its detection and 
corresponding mutation. 
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2.4.8 Classification of sub-haplogroups of haplogroup H 
 The resulting set of SNPs was annotated for each sequence belonging to haplogroup H. 
Sub-haplogroups were determined according to current guidelines (Álvarez-Iglesias et al., 2009) 
(Figure 14). 
 Most of the times, there was no need to perform the three multiplexes because the 
information gathered with one or two multiplexes was sufficient to classify the sequence into H 
sub-haplogroup.  
 Additionally, when a SNP pattern was unexpected or dubious, a singleplex reaction for 
that specific SNP was performed.
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3. Results and 
Discussion 
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This chapter will start with a short section about troubleshooting during 
sequence generation in this work. Then, we will focus on mtDNA control region typing 
and nomenclature, which includes examples of problematic sequence stretches 
frequently encountered during mtDNA analysis in the course of this study. 
Afterwards, there will be a brief description of mtDNA haplogroup diversity 
found in Portugal. For an easier understanding, the graphical representations focus 
only on major haplogroups according to PhyloTree´s mtDNA tree Build 13 (28 
December 2011). 
Later, we will concentrate on the results of population comparisons between the 
three major geographical regions, North, Centre and South, to understand whether the 
sample should be considered as a whole, when used as a reference in routine forensic 
genetic casework. 
Finally, we will refer to sub-haplogroup results of sequences classified as 
haplogroup H from complete control region data. 
Complete mtDNA profile data obtained in this work can be consulted in 
Appendix I and II. 
 
 
 
3.1 Short troubleshooting section 
 
During the course of this work, we have dealt with some technical difficulties. 
The most significant problem encountered was when sequencing with reverse primers 
H00599 and H00159, because the sequences showed, most of the times, a sudden 
drop of peak intensity with continued low signal or no signal at all. 
With the aim of increasing the quality of the generated sequences, these issues 
were solved by changing the sequencing chemistry to dGTP BigDye® Terminator v3.0 
Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit (Applied Biosystems). It is ideal for working with 
GT- and G-rich and other difficult-to-sequence templates enabling the extension 
through difficult-to-sequence regions, avoiding early signal loss in these samples. 
Below, some examples are shown for a better elucidation of the problem (Figures 15 
and 16). 
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EXAMPLE 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Electropherograms from sample Z5304 with primer H00599. Top, using regular sequencing 
kit – BigDyeTerminator v3.1; bottom, using dGTP BigDye Terminator v3.0 sequencing kit. 
Figure 16: Electropherograms from sample Z6718 with primer H00159. Top, using regular sequencing 
kit – BigDyeTerminator v3.1; bottom, using dGTP BigDye Terminator v3.0 sequencing kit. 
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3.2 mtDNA control region typing 
 Each difference to the rCRS was reported (Andrews et al., 1999) according to 
current guidelines (Carracedo et al., 2000; Bär et al., 2000; Tully et al., 2001; Parson & 
Dϋr, 2007; Prieto et al., 2011). 
 The number of distinct polymorphic substitutions and indels typed in our total 
sample are discriminated in table 5 and are in agreement with the fact that transitions 
occur at a much higher frequency than transversions (Tamura & Nei, 1993). For this 
calculation, heteroplasmic positions were not included (we only accounted for the 
dominant variant). 
Alignment and nomenclature for positions involving transitions and 
transversions is usually a straightforward task, and this work was no exception. Figures 
17 and 18 show the sites where transitions and transversions occurred in HVS-I, HVS-
II and HVS-III and their frequency. 
 
 
 
 
Transitions                       
T↔C
Tranversions                       
A↔G
Indels
North 110 6 17
Centre 111 4 14
South 119 7 25
Table 5: Number of distinct types of polymorphic substitutions and indels typed in 
this study. Results were computed in Arlequin. 
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Figure 19: Heteroplasmic position (16145R) in sample Z6761. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6. The 
software converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
 
On the other hand, other types of polymorphisms, especially length variants, 
may pose a challenge and will be discussed below. Although the types of 
polymorphisms are here divided in different sections, many of the examples below 
show more than one type of polymorphism. 
 
3.2.1 Point heteroplasmy 
 The presence of heteroplasmic positions, which is when an individual contains 
more than one type of mtDNA, is more frequent in hair shafts (Tully et al., 2004), but 
also occurs in other tissues. In this study we have encountered ten point heteroplasmic 
positions: 228R, 460Y, 19093Y, 16145R, 16183M, 16189Y, 16192Y, 16295 Y, 16311Y 
and 16362Y (IUPAC designation), out of which seven (228R, 19093Y, 16183M, 
16189Y, 16192Y, 16311Y, 16362Y) coincide with typical heteroplasmic hotspots (Irwin 
et al., 2009). We will present some examples. 
 
 EXAMPLE 1: The following example refers to heteroplasmic position 16145R 
(sample Z6761) (Figure 19). In this individual, due to a polymorphism at position 16189 
(T to C) which resulted in a C-strech disrupting the rest of the sequence, the reverse 
primer used in the first approach did not allow to confirm the heteroplasmic position. In 
this case, it was decided to re-amplify with a different pair of primers and also 
sequence with a different forward primer. 
 
 
 
 
 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L15978 
2
nd
 PCR amplification: 
L15900+H00599 
Sequenced with L15900 
rCRS 
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1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L15978 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00159 
 
EXAMPLE 2: In the next example (Figure 20), for sample Z6647, there was a 
suspicious heteroplasmic position at 16311 with primer L15978; the confirmation with 
H00036, did not solve the question due to the constant background noise throughout 
the sequence. Another primer, H00159, had to be used to solve the problem. Indeed, 
although present in a much lower frequency, the C-variant exists. Note that the default 
settings of the software did not assign the heteroplasmy, reinforcing the importance of 
visually checking the electropherograms. 
  
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 3: Below, heteroplasmic position 16189Y was detected in sample 
Z2306 (Figure 21). Once again, software default settings did not allow for the automatic 
detection of the heteroplasmy. 
 
 
 
 
 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00036 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L15900 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00036 
rCRS 
rCRS 
Figure 20: Heteroplasmic position (16311Y) in sample Z6647. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software 
converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
Figure 21: Heteroplasmic position (16189Y) in sample Z2306. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software 
converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
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EXAMPLE 4: Sample SC51 shows a perfectly visible heteroplasmy in both 
strands (228R). (Figure 22).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.2 Length variant polymorphisms 
 
Length variant polymorphisms are modifications that change the number of 
bases within a DNA fragment, when compared to its reference sequence. The 
polymorphisms that cause this variation are typically known as indels which stands for 
insertion-deletion. An indel is the insertion or deletion of a segment of DNA ranging 
from one nucleotide to hundreds of nucleotides. In this study, we verified that insertions 
are much more common than deletions. 
The most frequent insertions occur at positions 309 and 315 (HVS-II). The 
bases more frequently deleted are at the dinucleotide repeat region (AC repeats) 
between positions 515-524 of HVS-III. In our sample, 36 individuals showed deletions 
of both 523 and 524 positions (one di-repeat less) (Table 6). 
 
 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L16555 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00639 
rCRS 
Figure 22: Heteroplasmic position (228R) in sample SC51. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software 
converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
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3.2.2.1 Indels in homopolymeric stretches 
Homopolymeric stretches in mtDNA control region are composed of cytosines. 
The variation in the number of these bases within the homopolymeric stretch typically 
results in length heteroplasmy. Length heteroplasmy results from replication slippage 
generated in the sequencing reaction itself or from the mixture of length variants 
already present in the original mtDNA.  
For forensic purposes, according to EMPOP rules, it is the dominant variant that 
has to be reported.  As “out-of-phase sequence carryover” occurs downstream of the 
homopolymeric region, the approach to determine the number of different variants and 
indels in the homopolymeric region is to search for a singular peak down the length 
heteroplasmy region, which will be repeated depending on the number of length 
variants. The highest variant will represent the dominant fraction in the mixture 
(Brandstätter et al., 2004; EMPOP collaboration), and the number of indels is 
determined by following the sequence backwards until the homopolymeric stretch. 
Insertion 
type
Number of      
individuals
Deletion 
type
Number of      
individuals
57.1C 1 106d 1
60.1T 3 107d 1
291.1A 1 108d 1
309.1C 157 109d 1
309.2C 34 110d 1
315.1C 290 111d 1
455.1T 8 313d 1
524.1A 16 314d 1
524.2C 16 315d 1
524.3A 3 498d 4
524.4C 3 521d 1
573.1C 18 522d 1
573.2C 14 523d 36
573.3C 13 524d 36
573.4C 10 16193d 1
573.5C 5
16191.1C 2
16193.1C 17
Table 6: Number of individuals for each type of indel found in this study. 
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An additional problem that indels in homopolymeric stretches can generate is 
alignment ambiguities, especially due to multiple polymorphisms. Wilson et al. (2002a; 
2002b) were the first to address these issues and have proposed three formal rules 
based on binary alignment, which distorted phylogenetic considerations. 
Nowadays, the consensus method to apply in these problematic cases is to 
take into consideration the phylogenetic alignment, in context with the sample’s 
complete haplotype (Bandelt & Parson, 2008). 
The following are some examples found in this study. 
 
3.2.2.1.1 Length heteroplasmy in HVS-I 
Length heteroplasmy in HVS-I usually occurs along with the 16189C 
polymorphism. 
EXAMPLE 1: Sample Z6747 (Figure 23). The haplotype for this region is 
16182C, 16183C, 16189C, 16193.1C. Note the G-peak of the dominant population at 
16196 – when both G-peaks are equally dominant, it is advised to choose the first 
dominant G (most parsimony case) (EMPOP collaboration). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L15978 
2
nd
 PCR amplification: 
L15900+H00599 
Sequenced with L15900 
rCRS 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00036 
dominant G 
16182C 
16183C 
16189C 16193.1C 
Figure 23: Length heteroplasmy in sample Z6747. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software converts 
reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
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EXAMPLE 2: Sample Z6005 (Figure 24). The haplotype for this region is 
16189C. This sample shows two different populations of poly-C stretches (the other 
population has position 16193 deleted) but only the dominant variant is annotated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 3: Sample Z2290 (Figure 25). The haplotype for this region is 
16189C, 16191.1C, 16192T (phylogenetic alignment). According to formal rules, 
annotation would be 16189C, 16192.1T. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L15978 
2
nd
 PCR amplification: 
L15900+H00599 
Sequenced with L15900 
 
rCRS 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00036 
16189C 
Figure 24: Length heteroplasmy in sample Z6005. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software converts 
reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
 
16189C 
16191.1C 
16192T 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L15978 
2
nd
 PCR amplification: 
L15900+H00599 
Sequenced with L15900 
 
rCRS 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00036 
Figure 25: Length heteroplasmy in sample Z2290. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software 
converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
 
dominant G 
dominant G 
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3.2.2.1.2 Length heteroplasmy in HVS-II and HVS-III 
Insertions resulting in length heteroplasmy in HVS-II and HVS-III are very 
common around positions 309, 315 and 573. Here, we will present some examples. 
 
EXAMPLE 1: Sample Z2616 (Figure 26). The haplotype for this region is 
309.1C, 315.1C. There are two different mtDNA populations present. For annotation, 
the dominant T-peak should be taken into consideration. If there are two equally 
dominant populations, EMPOP recommends determining the first dominant T (most 
parsimony case). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 2: Sample Z3585 (Figure 27). The haplotype for this region is 
309.1C, 309.2C, 315.1C. There are two different mtDNA populations present, although 
the dominant population is clearly visible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L16536 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00599 
rCRS 
dominant T 
309.1C 315.1C 
Figure 26: Length heteroplasmy in sample Z2616. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software 
converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L16536 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00599 
rCRS 
309.1C 309.2C 
315.1C 
Figure 27: Slight length heteroplasmy in sample Z3585. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software 
converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
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EXAMPLE 3: Sample Z6673 (Figure 28). The haplotype for this region is 
573.1C, 573.2C, 573.3C, 573.4C, 573.5C. We took into account the dominant G at 
position 577 (with primer L00314, as L16536 shows loss of resolution). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 4: Sample Z2306 (Figure 29). The haplotype for this region is 
573.1C, 573.2C, 573.3C. We took into account the dominant G at position 577 (with 
primer L00314, as L16536 shows loss of resolution). Both Gs are equally dominant so 
we selected the first one (most parsimony case). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L16536 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L00314 
rCRS 
dominant G 
573.5C 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L16536 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L00314 
rCRS 
dominant G 
573.3C 
Figure 28: Length heteroplasmy in sample Z6673. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software 
converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
 
Figure 29: Length heteroplasmy in sample Z2306. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software 
converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
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3.2.2.1 Other indels 
During the course of this work we have encountered different types of insertions 
and deletions unrelated to C-stretch tracts. The most common were reported within 
positions 523 and 524 (HVS-III).  
 
EXAMPLE 1: Sample Z6701 (Figure 30). The haplotype for this region is 
524.1A, 524.2C, 524.3A, 524.4C. It was reported the dominant variant, although it is 
possible to observe length heteroplasmy - a second population without insertions 
524.3A and 524.4C is also present. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 2: Sample Z6343 (Figure 31). The haplotype for this region is 523d, 
524d. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L00314 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00639 
rCRS 
524.1A 524.4C 
524.3A 
524.2C 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with L15978 
1
st
 PCR amplification: 
L15978+H00639 
Sequenced with H00639 
rCRS 
Figure 30: Insertions and length heteroplasmy in sample Z6701. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The 
software converts reverse sequences into forward ones automatically. 
 
Figure 31: Deletions in sample Z6343. Sequence image from SeqScape v2.6.  The software converts reverse 
sequences into forward ones automatically. 
 
Position 522 
Position 525 
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3.3 mtDNA haplogroup diversity in Portugal 
 
The mtDNA haplogroups described in this study are in agreement with the 
described landscape for Western Europe, with haplogroup H accounting for about 40% 
of our total sample (Figure 32). 
Haplogroups T and U are represented in about 25% of the mtDNA sequences.  
Haplogroups D, G and N, are the least represented by only one sequence for 
each in the Centre of Portugal (Figures 32, 33B), and are usually less frequent in 
Europe (Torroni et al., 1996). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The haplogroup distribution through the three regions is very similar (Figure 33), 
except for haplogroup I which is significantly more represented in the southern region. 
Nonetheless, this haplogroup is also found in Western Europe, although in very low 
frequencies when compared to the Northern and Eastern regions of this continent 
(Simoni et al., 2000). 
 
Figure 32: Major mtDNA haplogroup distribution in Portugal. 
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The general results obtained from the control region sequences are in 
agreement with what was observed in an earlier study (Pereira et al., 2000), except for 
the South where Pereira et al. (2000) reported 50% of mtDNA sequences belonging to 
haplogroup H and 1.7% to haplogroup I, contrasting with 33% for the first and 10% for 
the latter in this study. It is important to refer that the number of samples for the 
southern region in this study doubled the one analyzed by Pereira et al. (2000), which 
could have largely influenced the results. As referred by many authors, larger database 
sizes are more informative and reliable. 
 
 
 
 
  
A. B. 
C. 
Figure 33: Major mtDNA haplogroup distribution in A. North, B. Centre and C. South of Portugal 
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This previous study (Pereira et al., 2000) also found seven U6 sequences 
restricted to the North of Portugal, a situation described then as odd - U6 group is 
characteristic of North Africa (Richards et al., 1998) and it would be expected to show 
its higher frequency in Southern Portugal. In the present study, that is not the case: we 
report two U6 sequences in the North, one in the Center and two in the South, showing 
that a restriction of this haplogroup to the Northern region is not confirmed by this 
study. 
The increase in number of samples analyzed in this study (100 more samples in 
contrast to only 59 of the previous database) is probably responsible for this difference 
since it has been demonstrated that small databases will not encompass the less 
common haplotypes within a population (Goodwin et al., 2011). 
 
 
 
 
3.4 Statistical analysis results 
 
It is well known that geographic patterns may shape regional population genetic 
structure (e.g. Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994; Barbujani, 2000). In the past, the existence of 
major barriers like Douro and Tagus rivers could have prevented the exchange of 
genetic material (in this case, mtDNA) between populations of North, Centre and South 
of Portugal creating a population substructure and, therefore, three genetically 
differentiated subpopulations (Pereira et al., 2000; Beleza et al., 2006). 
To determine if this is the case, FST statistic, which is a very convenient and 
common way of comparing differentiation among two or more subpopulations, was 
used. In a broad sense, FST results range from 0 (meaning no structure/differentiation) 
to 1 (completely differentiated). 
As referred in the Methodology chapter, two approaches were undertaken to 
calculate these data: 1) mtDNA haplogroup frequencies were directly counted after 
haplogroup classification according to tables 7 and 8;  2) full CR mtDNA sequence data 
(haplotype frequencies) was used, between nucleotide positions 16024-576 (table 9).  
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Major Haplogroup North Centre South
 B 2 0 0
 D 0 1 0
 G 0 1 0
 H 34 36 33
 HV 7 5 8
 I 1 0 10
 J 7 9 7
 K 7 9 2
 L 3 5 7
 M 0 1 1
 N 0 1 0
 R 2 0 0
 R0 2 0 1
 T 13 11 9
 U 14 10 16
 W 4 3 1
 X 2 4 5
North Centre South
North 0.00000
Centre (0.00000) 0.00000
South (0.00031) (0.00486) 0.00000
North Centre South
North 0.00000
Centre (0.00000) 0.00000
South 0.00162 0.00259 0.00000
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Both approaches showed that there is almost no differentiation (less than 0.5%) 
among the subpopulations studied. 
All the values reported for the first approach were non-significant perhaps due 
to the fact that there is a great unevenness between the haplogroup frequencies (more 
than 100 individuals in haplogroup H compared to 1 individual in haplogroup N, for 
example) (Table 8).  
 
 
Table 7: Number of sequences per major haplogroup and 
geographic area used for population comparison calculations. 
Table 8: FST genetic distances calculated with Arlequin v.3.5 after direct counting of haplogroup frequencies. Values 
in brackets are non-significant p>0.05. 
Table 9: FST genetic distances calculated in Arlequin v.3.5 using full CR mtDNA sequence data (haplotype frequencies), 
between nucleotide positions 16024-576. Values in brackets are non-significant p>0.05. 
(              ) (              ) 
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Although the same conclusion was reached, it is advised to use, if available, full 
sequence data to compute genetic distances, as this is not influenced (except for 
typing/technical errors) by haplogroup determination misjudgment. Moreover, the very 
different frequency distribution of the different haplogroups is bound to influence the 
significance of the results. 
Since no differentiation was observed between the three analyzed regions, 
North, Center and South of Portugal, the whole Portuguese data was joined for 
computation of standard and molecular diversity indices (Table 10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The mtDNA haplotype diversity present in the Portuguese population sample is 
high (0.9981) and 203 of the 293 haplotypes were observed only once. A maximum of 
six individuals with the same haplotype occurs only once, corresponding to the most 
common CR mtDNA haplotype 263G 315.1C 16519C (this data can be consulted 
through Appendix III). Other shared haplotypes are present in less than five individuals. 
 
 
 
 
 
Population Portugal
N 293
Number of haplotypes 239
Number of unique haplotypes 203
Segregating sites1 210
Haplotype diversity 0.9981
Mean pairwise differences 11.68 ± 5.31
Table 10: Diversity indices for the 293 mtDNA control region sequences from Portugal based on complete control region 
haplotypes spanning positions 16024-576 (heteroplasmy was disregarded). 
N – Sample size. 
1
 Number of polymorphic sites observed in our sample (out of 1122 possible sites). 
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3.5 Haplogroup H sub-typing 
 
Haplogroup H sub-typing (Figure 34) has proven to be very important in forensic 
genetics, contributing to a better characterization and additional diversity among 
individuals, which is imperceptible otherwise (Figure 35). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34: SNaPshot profile of a portuguese individual with mtDNA sequence belonging to the most represented sub-
hg, H1. 
All SNPs studied are represented. Mutations (5’- 3’) are represented within boxes. 
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In the present study, 33% of mtDNA sequences were classified within sub-
haplogroup H1 (Figures 34 and 36); the second most represented sub-haplogroup was 
H3, with 13% of the total sample; 9% belonged to sub-haplogroup H*. These 
observations are in accordance with previous studies (Achilli et al., 2004; Álvarez-
Iglesias et al., 2009; Pereira et al., 2006), which described that sub-clades H1 and H3 
show frequency peaks in Iberia and surrounding areas. 
The rest of the sub-haplogroups detected were more or less evenly distributed 
(Figures 36). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
BEFORE AFTER 
Figure 36: mtDNA sequences classified in each H sub-hg before and after sub-typing. Diversity increase is visually recognized. 
Figure 37: Sub-types present in 104 haplogroup H portuguese mtDNA sequences. 
Numbers represent the number of mtDNA sequences classified in each sub-haplogroup.  
H sub-types in red lack representation in the present study. Adapted from Álvarez-Iglesias et al., 2009. 
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Table 11: List of individuals with haplogroup H mtDNA sequences, before (via EMPOP and via web tools) and after sub-typing (H Sub-hg). 
Sequences from individuals Z2303, Z2311 and Z5304 lack information for H sub-typing. 
 
Legend: ≠ Sub-typing resulted in a different sub-haplogroup than previously determined; = Sub-typing did not provide any further information.  
 Sub-typing refined previous information into hg H sub-types. 
 
In this work, haplogroup H sub-typing, rectified or refined 81% (82/101) of 
haplogroup H sequences (Figure 35; Table 11). Sub-typing resulted in a different sub-
haplogroup than previously determined for 12 individuals; for 19 individuals, control 
region typing was sufficient to determine sub-haplogroup since sub-typing did not 
provide any further information; for most individuals (70), sub-typing was effective 
because there was a refinement of previous information. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample 
Name
Via 
EMPOP
Via web tools* H Sub-hg
Sample 
Name
Via 
EMPOP
Via web tools* H Sub-hg
Sample 
Name
Via 
EMPOP
Via web tools* H Sub-hg
Z2474 H1c H1-709 ≠ SC60 H2a2b H2a2b1  Z4995 H H1-709 
Z6639 H1c H1-8473 ≠ SC16 H2a2b H2a2b1  Z2367 H H1-709 
Z6585 H2a3 H ≠ SC24 H2a2b H2a2b1  Z2654 H H3 
Z6688 H1b H7 ≠ SC59 H2a2b H2a2b1  Z6345 H H3 
SC15 H2a2 H1 ≠ Z4446 H H2a2  Z6420 H H3 
SC03 H3d H4a1a1 ≠ Z6449 H H2a  Z2613 H H3 
SC42 H10a H10 ≠ Z3583 H H1  Z6746 H? H3 
Z2316 H1g H7 ≠ Z2515 H H1  SC38 H H3 
Z6649 H11a H11 ≠ Z2473 H H1  SC04 H H3 
Z6747 H1f H1 ≠ Z6538 H H1  SC19 H H3 
Z2442 H1f H1 ≠ Z6629 H H1  Z2464 H H3 
Z6652 H20? H1 ≠ Z2094 H H1  Z2319 H H3 
Z6343 H H1  Z2395 H H3 
Z6478 H2a2b1 H2a2b1 = Z6625 H H1  Z6236 H H3 
Z6635 H2a1 H2a1 = Z6632 H H1  Z6291 H H3 
Z6725 H2a1 H2a1 = Z6646 H H1  Z2306 H H3c 
Z2314 H H = Z5117 H? H1  Z4718 H H3c 
Z2476 H H = SC61 H H1  Z2797 H H3c 
Z6741 H? H = SC22 H H1  Z2465 H H3c 
Z6557 H H = SC47 H H1  SC54 H H3c 
Z6663 H H = SC66 H H1  Z6656 H H4a1a1 
Z2382 H H = Z6049 H H1  Z6304 H5 H5a 
Z6055 H H = Z2622 H H1  Z6380 H5 H5a 
Z6761 H1? H1 = Z6166 H H1  SC08 H5 H5a 
SC31 H1a H1a = Z2625 H H1  Z6276 H5 H5a 
SC40 H1a1 H1a1 = Z6570 H H1  Z2643 H5 H5a 
SC23 H1a1 H1a1 = Z2624 H H1  Z6544 H5 H5a1 
SC34 H1a1 H1a1 = Z2628 H H1  Z2475 H5 H5a1 
SC36 H1b H1b = Z2633 H H1  Z5627 H6 H6a1 
Z6303 H1c H1c = Z2642 H H1  Z2262 H6 H6a1 
Z6647 H5 H5 = Z5919 H H1  Z2369 H H7 
Z6549 H5 H5 = Z6715 H H1  Z3973 H H7 
Z2470 H H1  Z6677 H H7 
Z6073 H H1  Z6721 H? H7 
Z6723 H H1  Z6740 H H10 
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4. Conclusions 
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The characterization of mtDNA complete control region diversity in the 
Portuguese population has been greatly improved with this work, not only because 
data was processed according to current forensic genetics guidelines which allows, 
today, to use this data by means of a global mtDNA forensic database, but also 
because sub-typing of mtDNA sequences classified within haplogroup H has 
dramatically increased its power of discrimination. 
Overall, the scenario observed for the Portuguese population is in accordance 
with what is expected for European countries and with previous studies (Pereira et al., 
2000). 
Our statistical analysis also revealed that the three regions (North, Centre and 
South Portugal) do not present significant genetic distances between them and should 
be considered as a whole when used in routine forensic genetic casework. 
Over the years, a massive amount of literature has been compiled concerning 
mtDNA population data, most of them lacking awareness in generating good quality 
data that could be used for forensic purposes. Fortunately, it seems that the scientific 
community is becoming aware of the importance of producing high quality data that can 
meet the forensic genetic standards, contributing to a global database.  
During the course of this work we also felt that the information on how to type 
and report some problematic results of mtDNA control region is disperse and 
undefined, demanding for an urgent systematization. Also, although web tools are 
already available for automated haplogrouping, they cannot yet substitute manual 
checking since it has been shown that none of these tools is free of shortcomings in 
design and scope (Bandelt et al., 2012). 
In summary, this work has contributed to a major increase in mtDNA complete 
control region data from the Portuguese population (55% more samples than in Prieto 
et al., 2011), via the EMPOP database, by generating high quality sequences for the 
forensic community. Through finer characterization methods it has also allowed for a 
better understanding of the distribution of haplogroup H sub-types present in this 
sample at a very high frequency (H: 36%). This dissection allows for higher 
discrimination between haplogroup H samples, which is essential for forensic 
applications.  
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